
Sun Screen
Fabric
Sun & Wind Protection

Blocks up to 87% of harmful UV A & B rays*. Provides up to 
75% more shade*.

Cools the area by reducing temperature  up to 15 degrees.

Breathable construction allows cooling air to flow.

Knitted lock-stitch construction prevents  tearing or fraying and 

creates  a more finished look.

Easy to install with Sun Screen  Accessories and common tools. 

Available in 6 ft. widths in a variety of lengths and colors. 

Pre-shrunk to maintain size through temperature  changes. 

Cleans easily with a garden hose.
*Depending  on color

EASY GARDENER SUN SCREEN FABRIC is the ideal DIY product that provides all-in-one cooling shade, protection
from harmful UV rays plus wind and privacy screening. Made from highly durable polyethylene, Sun Screen Fabric is available
in 6 ft. wide rolls that come in a variety of lengths, including bulk rolls for by-the-yard sales, making it easy for consumers to
purchase the right amount they need. The washable fabric’s lock-stitch construction allows for cooling air to flow freely while
preventing tearing and fraying of the material. Available in a variety of aesthetically pleasing colors to match any outdoor
décor, Sun Screen Fabric is easy to attach to an existing outdoor structure by using a variety of Sun Screen Accessories. If no
structure is available,instructions for building different types of structures, such as covers for patios, playhouses, sandboxes,
greenhouses and even roll-up window coverings, may be downloaded from our website at www.easygardener.net. Versatile
QuickStack® cartons and shelf-sized rolls make Sun Screen Fabric easy to merchandise by the roll in any retail environment.
Durable H-frame bulk roll displays with colorful POP are also available for by-the-yard sales. Keep your DIY customers cool in
the shade all year long with Easy Gardener Sun Screen Fabric and Accessories.
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The Perfect Cooling Solution
That Blocks Harmful UV
Rays and Annoying Wind

PRODUCT INFORMATION AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ON REVERSE

SUN SCREEN FABRIC BENEFITS

MANY ATTRACTIVE OUTDOOR USES
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